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Advisor of the Year
e

Dr. Ron Fannin, faculty advisor for Tau Beta Pi, is the
advisor of the year for 1973-74.
Dr. Fannin received this most
prestigious a~ard at the
Advisor of the Year Banquet,
held in the Centennial Hall on
March '1:7. Approximately 123
advisors, deans and department
chairmen were in attendance
when Tau Beta Pi president
Leonard Laskowski presented
the plaque to Dr. Fannin. The
award also includes a dinner for
two at Zeno's.
The runners-up to Dr. Fannin,
in alphabetical order, were: Dr.
Donald L. Cronin, Society of
Mechanical Engineers; Dr.
Harvey H. Grice, American
Institute
of
Chemical
Engineers; Mrs. Berna Harvey,
Student Union Board; and Dr.
Thomas O'Keefe, Phi Kappa
Theta. There were also twentysix other advisors that received
nominations
from
their
organizations.
Dr. Fannin is an associate
professor
of
electrical
engineering . He began his '

to
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teaching at UMR in 1970, and
since that time has received
three outstanding teacher
awards . To have qualified for
such an honor, he obviously has
been very active in Tau Beta Pi.
Under his advisorship , Tau
Beta Pi has grown from a donothing organization into one of
the more actjve and prominent
organizations on the UMR
campus.
Dr. Fannin has made the
meetings more meaningful,
causing members to be sure to
attend. He has encouraged the
development of several campus
and community projects, most
notably Workday, Freshmen
Friends
and
Freshmen
scholarships. He is always
available in his office to discuss
Tau Beta Pi business, and holds
frequent officer meetings. His
familiarity
with
the
organization provides a means
of continuity of programs over
the past few years. Through his
participation in national
meetings, he has attained a

position of respect among the
national Tau Beta Pi officers.
Dr. Fannin was selected by a
committee of faculty members
for this well-deserved honor.
The
Missouri
Miner
congratulated Dr. Fannin and
Tau Beta Pi on phenomenal
accomplishments over the past
several years.
There is also on horrendous
fact that surfaced at the awards
banquet. Only 32 organizations
out of the approximately 143 on
campus thought enough of their
advisor to nominate him or her.
Are the remaining
111
organizations too lazy to write a
nominating paper (usually less
than two typed pages), or are
there III do-nothing advisors on
campus? If the advisor is
doing his job, he deserves to be
nominated. If he isn 't doing his
job, then the organization in
question should find a new
visor. There are twenty-six declining student enrollment,
living organizations on campus. this is definitely not a healthy
Only six of these nominated environment. Or are the
their advisor. In times of organizations geared to func-
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tion without an advisor? These
are several important questions
that organizations that had no
nominee should ask themselves.
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Reception lor Bakers
During the afternoon of
Wednesday , May 1, an informal
reception will be held on
campus honor Merl and Emily
Baker for their outstanding
efforts and contributions to
UMR over a period of more than
a decade. The Committee in
charge of planning this event
invites all individuals and
organizations on campus who
wish to do so to prepare letters
of appreciation to the Bakers as
one aspect of the program for
(·he reception .

"

Because there are plans to
bind all the letters together in a
single volum e, please observe
certain procedures in preparing
the letters :
1. Use only a high-grade of

white bond stationery, sized 8 Ih
x 11 inches.
2. Address your letter to Merl
and Emily Baker but send it to
Room 102 Parker Hall.
3. Leave a left-hand margin of
one and one-half inches to allow
for the space used in binding the
letters .
Organizations may wish to
provide a plaque , scroll, certificate or some similar form of
recognition, either in lieu of or
in addition to a letter. These are
welcome, and an appropriate
method of displa ying them at
the reception will be arranged.
Tentative plans are to have
the reception outside in close
proximity to the University
Center . Further details will be
announced later.

Better Food lor 'Dorms?

Tw~n.ty beginning graduate students at the University of Missouri - Rolla are
recIpients of $1000 Chancellor'S Fellowships, awarded for the first time last
spring.
Show~ a~e first row: (from - left): Robert Laramore, electrical engineering;
Dean TibbittS, nuclear engineering; Martha Wofford, mathematics; Wanda
G.arner, mathematics; George L. Bair, Jr., electrical engineering; Thomas
Llnsenbardt, mechanical engineering;
S~cond. row: James Wyckoff, mathematics; Stephen W. Rector, petroleum
engineering; David A. Lewis civil engineering; Richard A. Smith e lectr ica l
eng ineering; Richard G. Sch~fermeyer, chemica I engineeri ng; David E . Prudic,
geology .

Back row : Dr. Dudley Thompson, acting chancellor, UMR, Leonard
Laskowski, electrical engineering; Russell Beckmeyer, mechanical engineering;
Gary Fennewald, chemical engineering; James Koewing, mechanical
engineering; Robert Allen, mechanical engineering; Dr. Robert McFarland,
dean of Graduate School, UMR. Recipients not in the picture are Tom Akers..
mathematics, and Robert Stewart, civil engineering.

,

Did anyone notice the people
from the dormitories are
looking better these days? Some
might suggest the reason for
this is the fresh spring days that
Rolla is enjoying; others would
insist it is that the end of school
is in sight. The idea that better
meals now se rved in the
cafeteria is the cause of such
hea lth has also been suggested.
Recently , such additions to
the normal menu as ta cos and
bacon-lettuce-tomato
sandwiches have been noticed. Hot
roast
beef
sa ndwiches a nd pizza for lunch ;
bra ized short ribs, sirloin steak
and fried shrimp for dinner and all in the same week ! Such
delicacies have never been
tasted in such a short period of
time this year.

Could it be just coincidence
that room contracts for next
year are due in by April 15? Or
could it ~e that those sly
devils over In the housing office
are trying to bribe the current
residents by appealing to their
stomachs?
With the increase in rates to
$1200 per year going into effect
next year , the housing director
might be worried about filling
th e dorms . If too m any
residents try to live cheaper by
moving out , auxi liary en terprises may try to get rid of
one $15,000 a year salaryna mely , one housing director.
Whatever the reason , the
dormitory
residents
are
definitely eating better these
days . They all hope it lasts past
April 15!
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IBulletin Boardl
DRUG DISPLAY

Leffer

To
The Edifor

PREREGISTRATION

During the week
following
Easter
vacation, April 15-21,
Blue Key will present an
educational display on
drugs. The display, in a
bulletin-board type of
format, will be on view
in the new University
Center neat the candy
counter . The material,
presented in a factual,
non-mora listic-Iectu.re
type manner, will include the physiological
effects
of,
legal
penalties ofr, and lawenforcement attitudes
toward drug usage, and
possibly some pamphlets that students
may take. If student
interest dictates, the
display may be left up
longer

Referendum Vote
The Special Events Committee of the Student Council
will hold a referendum for the
student body on April 18-19. The
topics to be votea on include:
several student council constitution changes ; views on
coed dormitories ; opinions on
establis hing the position of
Dean of Students; the cost and·
need for the University Police;
the cost and need for radio
station KUMR ; and the
usefulness
of
faculty
evaluation.
All student council reps will
have information sheets on
these various topics arid voting
cards after the meeting on
Tuesday evening. Tables will be
set up on April 18-19 to get those
that did vote by then. There
. must be a 30 per cent turnout to
make the referendum official make an effort to vote.

DETAILS

March 26, 1974
Preregistration for currently
enrolled students who will be
returning for the 1974 summer
session and-or the 1974 fall
semester will begin April 22 and
end May 3.
Students should obtain their
preregistration materials an.d
schedule of classes from the
Registrar's Office starting
April 22. Detailed information
regarding preregistration will
be found in the front section of
the fall schedule of classes.
Students who preregister for the
fall semester will be given an
opportunity to pay fees during
the summer.
NOTICE
Due to Easter Vacation,
there will be no sale at
the' Coterie Thrift Shop
on Saturday, April 6,
Fina I sale of the 1973-74
academic year will be
May 4.

MINER
POSITIONS
Interested in working
for the MINER? Applications for positions
for the 74-75 school year
are available at the
STudent Union Candy
Counter and at the
MINER Office, Rm 101
of" Bldg . T-1. Thre are
openings for editor,
features
editor,
graphics editor, .photo
editor and others, includ'ing a number of
assistants and writers in
all departments.

The Missouri Miner
The MI SSOU R I MI NE R is Ihe official publicalion of Ihe sludenls of
the University of Rolla . It is published at Rolla , Missouri, every
week during the school year . Entered as second class maHer

February 8, 1945, at the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of
March 3, 1879. The subscriptions are 51.SO per semester. This
MISSOUR I MIN ER features activities of the students and faculty of
UMR.
Dan Osbourne (364·9885)
Editor
Marvin Borgmeyer (364 -9980)
Busi ness Manager
Gerry Schmi,lz (364·3856)
Advert ising Director
Tom Rolh (364·9954)
Graphics Editor
Mike Barbaglia (364·2314)
News Editor
Bill Behrens (364-9885)
Fealures Edllor
Mick Gilliam (364·9783)
Sports Editor
, Dave Hardin (364-8807>
Pholo E dilor
Dan Shelledy (364·9792)
Assl. News Edllor
Dennis Rackers (364-9792)
Assl. News Edllor
Bob Born (364·9769)
Assl. Fealures Edilor
Mike Kempf (364·9769)
Assl . Fealures Edllor
Dennis Gilliam (364·9783)
Assl. Sports Edilor
Rich Donnelly (364·2626)
Assl , Advertising Dlreclor

Editor
The Missouri Miner
Dear Sir:

When is trash not trash? When it is recycled to be used
again . Here students from the Men's Residence Halls
Association (MRHS) at UMR work at the recycling
center of the Citizens United to Restore the Envir onment (CURE). They are: Larry Caster, top left,
Ken Brown, top right, Bruce Brodway , bottom left,
and Mike Mullen, bottom right. Mullen, chairman of
the MRHA recycling committee and secretary of
, CURE, says that the MRHA group makes weekly
collections of glass, cans and paper at the dorms,
transports it to the center and helps process it. The
committee is also helping the CURE recycling center
move to its new quarters.

Academic Council Positions
The UMR Student Council will
be selecting the undergraduate
student representatives to the
Academic Council at its next
regular meeting April 16. Any
student who will be an undergraduate next year and is
not on probation is eligible to
apply. Application forms are
ava ilable at the Student Council
office, 201 in the .old Student
Union. These must be complete
and returned by 10 : 30 on
Friday, April 5. Four positions
are available so do not hesitate
to aptlly,
In addition , the student-city
liaison will be selected at that
meeting. Applications for this

position are also available in the
Student Council office and must
be turned in by 10:30 on Friday ,
April 5 also. The student-city
liaison shall promote good will
between the UMR student body
and the city of Rolla, and act as
a channel for student input into
the Rolla city government. He
shall attend all Rolla City
Council meetings and work with
the office of the Mayor of Rolla
on any topics of concern to the
student body of UMR.
For· more information concerning either of these
positions , contact Marty
Reynolds at 364-9910 or the
Student Council office at 3414280.

Calendar of Events
The following events from April 3 to April 13 at the
University of Missouri-Rolla are open to the public:
April 3-Documentary film, "Malcolm X," Black
Student Association, Centennial Hall, 7:30 p.m., Free ·
admission
April 5-6-18th annual South Central Missouri
Science and Engineering Fair, Centennial Hall,
exhibits open to the public Friday, 6 to 9 p.m.,
Saturday, 8:30 to 11:30 a .m., Awards program, St.
Pat's Ba IIroom, 2 p.m.
April 6-16-Easter vacation
April 12-0fficial University Holiday, Good Friday
April 12-UMR Baseball with Aurora College,
Jackling Field, 1 p.m.
April 13~UMR Baseball with Northwest Missouri
State University, Maryville, Jackling Field, 1 p.lli.

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD

~~lPe~~~A

Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open Daily II a.m.
Hwy. 63 S.-Rolla, Mo.-364-1971-Closed Monday

·SAVE UP TO 50%-

Betler than SAE discount

Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
513 Hiway 63S

364-5252

f#>.......~..........~..........~. . . . . . . .

RANCO. INC.
CANOE FLOATS
ENJOY the thrill of WHITE WATER CANOEING on
the beautiful NORTH FORK RIVER. Canoe rental, put
in service & camping.
TWIN BRIDGES STORE AND CANOE RENTAL
Hwy. 14 & 181 West Plains, Mo. 65775
417-256-7507

SO ? ROLLA STREET
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
PHONE 364·4332 -

364 ·4 722

Magnavox Max·I5 Speaker System
Now

$449 95

I believe the students and
alumni of this school are either
unaware of what may be
happening to this school or are
apathetic to it. According to the
exerts you printed of the U-Wide
Campus Plan, UMC is "under
consideration for being given
the School of Engineering." As
far as I can tell from past UWide action , this actually
means it has already been
decided that this will be done. If
it is done , UMR as a school has
started towards phase-out,
because we will lose most of our
engineering students to UMC.
If UMR was named the UWide engineering center, we
would gain a lot: more funding ,
more
women,
greater
recognition, more women,
better social atmosphere, more
women , more students , and;
therefore more funding. This
would create a cycle in which
UMR would grow larger instead
of smaller as it will if we lose
our engineering school, as the
reverse would be true: fewer
students , less funding, growing
soc ial stagnation,
fewer
students, less funding, etc.
I don 't want to see this happen
and I hope the students and
alumni of UMR and MSM will
join together and let themselves
b.e heard by the Missouri
Congress , the Board of
Curators, Mr. Ratchford., and
the Dean of the UMC School of
Engineering . If all the above
received enough letters to flood
their desks, maybe something
could be done for UMR.
Signed,
A part-time student,
a full-time UMR employee,
and a loyal MINER
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Our Man Hoppe
The current hero to the
Japanese nation is , of course,
Lieutenant Hiroo Onoda, who
finall y surrendered recently on
direct orders after 30 years
hiding in the Philippine jungle
- his samurai sword, his rifle,
his honor and his loyalty to the
Emperor all still intact.
" It doesn't matter that we lost
the war ," said the Lieutenant,
when informed of the bad news ,
"as long as Japan is still a great
nation. "
Members of the Japanese
Diet passed the hat and
promptly collected more than a
million yen as a tribute ' to
Onoda. And among his contemporaries, he has been
widely hailed as "a shining
example of the samurai
warrior 's bushido spirit." A
true hero.
He has certainly proved a
shining example to U.S. Private
Oliver Drab Sr., 378-18-4455.
Last week , Private Drab
finally surrendered on direct
orders from American military
police after 30 years of hiding
out in The Takayama Heavenly
Peace and Massage Parlor his bayonet, his rifle, his honor
and' his loyalty to President
Franklin D. Roosevelt all still
intact.
Private Drab's case curiously
parallels that of Lieutenant
Onoda. Drafted in 1943, he was
assigned to Army Intelligence.
The following spring he was
parachuted into the mountains
near this central Japanese city
with orders to observe enemy
movements and to " avoid
capture at all costs."
Sensing that the ideal place to
observe enemy movements was
The Takayama Heavenly Peace
and Massage Parlor, he holed
up there - subsisting on a
spartan diet of raw fish,
seaweed and rice wine while
'<
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THINKING OF YOUR

bein g subjected to four
scrubbings and six massages
daily. While modestly loath to
talk about his privations ,
Private Drab did note that even
though Japanese ladies had
trampled on his spine hali a
dozen times each day, he had
merely gritted his teeth and
refused to reveal his true
mission.
Since 1946, Drab admitted
that he had heard rumors on
several occasions that the war
was over. "But on being inducted into the Army," he said,
"I had sworn an oath to obey the
orders of our beloved Commander-in-Chief, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and therefore I could
in no way violate the bushido
code of us American warriors
by surrendering to the enemy."
It was an American tourist,
Herbert Snackhorn of Ymelda
(cq) Falls, Ohio, who, after
encountering Drab in the
communal bath, arranged the
surrender. Captain Buck Ace
was dispatched to the scene,
pounded on the door of the
Massage Parlor and shouted:
"Come out, soldier. That's an
order' "
Drab emerged and blinked in
tl:Je sunlight 'a t this prosperous
Japanese community. "Well, it
doesn't matter tha t we lost the
war," he said, "as long as
America is still a great nation."
Oddly enough, there has been
little talk in Congress about
passing the hat for Private
Drab. Nor has he been invited to
make speeches or appear on
television talk shows.
Instead,
American
authorities are conSidering
charging him with being AWOL
- but only, they said, after
subjecting him to "intensive
psychiatric examination ."
" Frankly ," said one, "we
think he's some kind of nut. "

POST-GRADUATION JOB PLANS?
WE MAY OFFER AN AITRACTIVE OPTION
IF YOU HAVE TWO YEARS REMAINING ON CAMPUS,
UNDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE
THROUGH ROTC YOU CAN RECEIVE A RESERVE COMMISSION
WHILE EARNING YOUR DEGREE

WE VALUE THE TIME YOU SPEND AS A STUDENT ($100/ MONTH)
DO YOU?

CALL CARL YOUNGBLOOD - 341-4741
AND ASK ABOUT THE

ARMY ROTC 2-YEAR PROGRAM

ove

DOd
ing

~Jta

f3ut/t- ~(JlIlf

CRAFTS-HOBBlES-ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
605 PINE STREET
PHONE 364-5581
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401

FIELD ENGINEERS

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
:"

~:

But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. Th e Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soft en th e demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yo urself
-but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concent ration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the ~osts of your medical education. More, you' ll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Th en, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging , stimulating and
sa tisfyi ng.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
prac~ically all medical specialties. Wh ich gives you
the tIme to observe and learn before you decide on
your ~p~cialty. Whic.h may present the opportunity
to tram m that speCialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical. achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center In
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Med icine, th e
famed Aerospace Medica l Division. also in San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda. Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research .
. And jf YO~'ve read this far. you may be interested
m the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.

r-::,:;;:-,:;~:,:;;:,: ------------'
Box A

Universal

Z-CN-44
C,ly, Texas 78148

~~~~ito 1~:~rF~~~~opt~~~rci~;lg~ti~gD~~~F~ao :~n~JI
Vetertn.Jfy·

C'

Pool.Jlry

C

Other (please specify)

E

(please print)

Soc Sec

.M

United Conveyor Corp., for over 50 years a
leader in hydraulic and pnewnatic conveying
in abrasive materials, has several
cha ll engin g opportunities for recent
gra duates in mechanical engineering or
engineering technology.
Because acqua inted with our equipment and
systems as a Field Engineer supervising
installation, start-up and servicing of heavy
equipment in power plants provide logical
avenues of progression to Sales Engineering,
Desil5n and Project Engineering which may
be of interest to you.
Positions are available in several areas of the
United Sta tes and generally require con<;iderable travel.
We provide excellent salary and fringe
benefits including pension, profit sharing and
cash bonuses.
To inquire, please reply to:

Address

Mr . Huetter
Z'P

UNITED CONVEYOR CORP.

Enrolled at
(SC hool)
TO gr.Jdu.Jte In

(ye.Jr)
Dale

a t b irth .
(month)

(day)

(degree)
(year! .

'Veterinary not aV.Jilable In Navy Progr..lm.

-----------------------~
ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE

DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTlC( IT
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Miner Sports
Miners Capture 5 Events Golfers Finish
In Triangular Meet
Sixth In Texas
The UMR track team opened
its 1974 outdoor season with a
triangular meet aga inst tough
conference rivals Southwest
Misso uri State and Centra l
Missouri State. In contention all
the way , UMR was outdistanced
by the SMS Bears, who had 73
points , and the CMS Mules, who
had 57 points. The Miners won
five events , but only managed
51 points.
Besides winning 5 of the 17
events , the Miners also broke
two school records and the
score is a great improvement
over the white washing they
suffered last year.
The Miners showed they were
to be contended with as they
captured the opening event. The
440 yard relay team of Sam
Brown , Jim Wassilak , Floyd
Harris and Tom Wycoff ran
away from SMS to capture the
event in a time of 43.8. In the
second event, the mile run, SMS

let it be known that they weren't
going to fool around as they
swept the top three places ,
winning in a time of 4:30.9.
The Miners got back on track
in the open 440 yard dash as
they captured first and fourth
places. Tom Wycoff led the field
with a time of 51.1, just a head of
two SMS runners and Brian
Trower , who finished with a
52.1.
In the triple jump Steve Smith
broke his own school record of
46'4'h " set last year with a leap
of 47' 'h " to lead the field in the
triple jump.
UMR captured first in the
javelin, as well as taking fourth.
Crocker's throw of 166'7" edged
out Coleman (166'2'h ") of SMS.
Nichols finished in fourth with a
throw of 158'3'h ".
Randy Luxton of SMS led the
field in the 100 as he qualified
for the college division finals
with a time of 9.7, while Sam
Brown and Jim Wassilak

Miners Drop
Doubleheader
UMR's
baseball
team
dropped both ends of its
doubleheader with Northeast
Missouri State last Saturday.
The Bulldogs won the first game
8-3, and took the nightcap 6-3.
Because of ten days of extremely wet weather the Miners
have had very little practice.
With the two conference losses,
the Miners record dropped to 0-5
while the Bulldogs improved
their slate to 4-3.
In the opening game starting
pitcher McMillian gave up five
runs in four innings and reliever
Brian Flynn was touched for
three. NEMS opened up the
scoring in the top half of the
first as Pete Russell hit the first
of two home runs given up by
Miner pitchers . The Miners tied
the score in the second as
Freshman Jerry Hoffman
doubled home Larry Davis, who
reached first on a fielder 'S
choice. NEMS then got their
bats fired up as they scored one
in the third, three in the fourth,
;md two in the fifth . NEMS got

their runs in the fourth on a
three run blast by Dan
DeMartin. The Miners rallied
for two runs in the seventh but it
was a little too late .
In the nightcap the Miners got
off to a 1-0 lead when Steve
Munzert led off with a triple and
then came home on a wild pitch.
The Bulldogs took a 3-1 lead
with a run in the second and two
in the third. Danny Smith then
put the game out of reach as he
touched Miner starter for a two
run homer. Charles Yarnell ,
who relieved Olsen in the fifth ,
gave up the seventh.
The Miners scored their other
two runs in the sixth on two
singles and a double . The
Miners hit better in the nightcap
with nine hits, but stranded 8
runners on base.
The line scores:

NEMS
UMR

101
010

230
000

1-8
2-3

NEMS

012 200
100 002

1-6
0-3

UMR

ER CORRAL
HOUSE

ILED STEA
\

$1 88

finished third and fourth with
times of 10.I.
In the high jump Klie ana uye
set a new school record with a
jump of 6'4".
The Miners captured three of
the four places in the 220 yard
dash with Sam Brown finishing
first just 0.1 second ahead of
Jim Wassilak .
Steve Smith came back in the
long jump to finish third with a
jump of 20'7 %". In the 440 yard
intermediate hurldes Keith
Wilson of UMR and Dorshorst of
SMS finished in a photo finish '
with a time of 60.4, but Dorshorst was awarded first place,
In the mile relay CMS took
UMR by 0,1 second as they just
pulled away at the finish,

The UMR golf team spent last
week in Galveston, Texas,
taking part in the Galveston
Island Invitational Classic, This
is one of the more prestigious
college tournaments in the
country. College players with
the caliber of a Ben Crenshaw
a re competing. For this reason,
the participating schools were
broken down into university and
college divisions . UMR finished
a strong sixth in the college
division , out of a total of ten
teams. As expected, Oral
Roberts took top honors in the
university division.
The Miners made a much
better showing than last year ,
as the top four scores each day
averaged just below 80. The

Kickers Defeat
Columbia 3-2

This week-end, the UMR
Kickers put on a tremendous
team performance in defeating
Columbia College, 3-2, on the
losers ' field . This avenges a
previous loss to the same team
on our home ground. Despite
horrendous field conditions,
heat , and gusty winds , the UMR
squad turned in it's best performance of the season.
Columbia opened the scoring
early in the first half on a waisthigh blast from 20 yds. past
Miner goalkeeper, Mark Miller.
A few minutes later, Mike
Lam pe trickled a shot through a
maze of legs past the fallen
Columbia netminder. Tom
Zgraggen pushed the Miners
a head on a drive from 15 yds.,
making the score at half 2-1.
With the wind at their backs

for the the second half, the
Miners were able to keep
Columbia pinned in their own
end, unable to get the ball to
their speedy forwards . This
forced Columbia into many
mistakes, one of which resulted
in a disputed goal on a penalty
shot by Mike Lampe, giving him
two for the day. Columbia
pressed, but managed only one
goal out of several good
chances.
The team improved greatly
this game, showing sharJl
passing, accurate shooting, and
confident ball-handling. We
hope the improvement carries
over to the fall. We face a tough
schedule and possibly this past
Sunday's efforts are an indication of what is to come in
the fall

Name ____ Phone No.
Nam"""e____ Phone No.
Entry Fee $4.00

fj Rolla Volkswagen ~
Old Highway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection Of
New &Used Cars"

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, Mo.
364-6979

336-3416

tournament was shortened to 54
holes , as rain washed out one
day 's competition. The five
Miners who made the trip and
their three scores are: medalist
Tom Schneider-78, 82, 76:
Steve Hill-77, 78, 86: Jim
Benford-77, 82, 81; Jim
Greer-79, 80, 90; and Mike
White-85, 83, 82.
The next tournament for the
UMR team is on April 12-13.
They will travel to Warrensburg
to take part in the Heart of
America Tournament , along
with twenty other teams .

UMR Bows
To Indy
On March 30, the UMR
AFROTC-Varsity Pistol Team
hosted a match with the Indiana
University Rifle and Pistol
Club. Each team fired four
galleries-a gallery consists of
ten shots each at slow, timed ,
and rapid fire
targets.
Therefore, there were a total of
1200 points possible for each
team member. Indiana won the
match with a total of 4058 points
for their 4 top shooters. UMR
shooters scored a total of 3892
points for the top four shooters.
UMR Pistol shooters include
Loren Ginter , Bill Blackman,
Rolland Ponzer, Jim Schaefer ,
Steve Ray , Mike Mahn , and Art
Stevenson .

Canoe
Race
The first annual UMR canoe
race is being planned for the
end of this semester. The race
will be sixteen miles on the
Gasconade River, starting at
the Jerome access and ~nding
at Nagogami Lodge.
There can be no racing canoes
for the race. The paddles may
be no wider than eight inches.
There must be two and only two
people in each canoe. Each
team must furnish its own
ca noe . If you wish canoe rental
information, it may be obtained
at the Multi-Purpose Building.
An entry fee of $4.00 per canoe
is required. The entry fees are
due no later than April 24. The
entry fees should be turned into
the Multi-Purpose Building .
" Irst and second place trophies
will be awarded.
Refreshments
will
be
provided for the contestants
after the race.
NOTICE
Intramural Rifle begins
the week after Easter.
Entries must be turned
in to the sergeant in
charge of the rifle
range. Times to shoot
must also be arranged.

,..
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Bored Of Curators Votes Unanimously

Chancellor Chosen
In a milestone decision at the April
first meeting of the Bored of Curators,
Ted Deskin was chosen as the new
Chancellor of the University of
Misery , Rowla. Over 600 candidates
were carefully screened over the last
few months and only after lengthy
deliberation was this decision made.
Most of the curators agreed that the
new chancellor far and away stood
above the other candidates in practical
experience, knowledge of the
University System and worthy contributions to research. He is also well
known to the majority of the faculty and
has always impressed those whom have
had the onor of. knowing him with his
promptness and methods of "getting
the job done."
Professor Deskin received the
majority of his education in a flurry of a
rapid courses at various schools including the School of Hard Knocks , The
University of Misery, and several
foreign schools. Ted was born in a
one room cabin hewn from solid Misery
clay and worked his way up; he taught
himself to read and write from scratch;
and has carried his way into research
with the same attitude.
The Minor, the most newsworthy
source on campus, was able to obtain

Close-Up View 01 New Chancellor

an exclusive interview with Prof.
Deskin. He mentioned his opinions of
the Misery Acedemic plan as: "They
should move all the engineering to
Rowla in the interests of economy or
else ...... " When questioned about the
possibility of adding soccer as a varsity
sport he said "We've got enough varsity
sports already and what in the Hell do
they want?" He was adamant on many
issues stating omenously that: "There
has been a lot of things going on around
here that I don't like but what in the
Hell could I do about it unless I took
over?"
Reforms and a new interest in Rowla
are definitely promised in this
University's future as an able and
capable man takes over when the need
for a administrator with vision is called
for. The entire school system is in need
of more capable leadership as B. Christ
Botchmore struggles with the never
ending trials of BUMR, UpChuck ,
UMSilly , and Umkatcji. This man has
seriously taken on the roles previoiusly
asigned him and he has pledged to take
on the new task that will be given to
him in his roles. It is time to throw out
the need for the tern porary and install
an active participant in this University 's future.

Distant View 01 New Chancellor

UMR Dr ug Ring Bu ste d

ullshit Bord
The National Service
Fraterni ty Mu I Alpha
will
(MAD)
Delta
sponsor a surveyi ng
pa rty for the construction of the Alaskan
TranLine.
Pipe
sportatio n will be by
tandom bicycles and
Sleds.
Rent-a-H uskie
will be
trip
This
financed by the Society
for Safer Pipe Line.
personal
wou Id whoever stole my
jock please return it, my
girlfrien d is getting
despera te
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Minor : "Captain , do you have analysed and found to be
Last week saw a major
breakthr ough in the fight any idea what kind of pills were aspirin, . vi tamins, and a cold
deconges t:]nt. Told of this
against crime as UMR's finest confiscated? "
URB: "Oh sure. There were startling ui~':ov ~r y the Minor
were able to get new leads on a
,
ones
orange
round
was able to catch this
huge drug ring infiltrating our little
beloved campus . On a hot tip some baby blue ones, a couple memorab le (juotE' from Insane
capsules,
yellow
and
Blight, prosecuting attorney ,
from a mysterious, anonymous of orange
Sewage Enginee ring
"Don't talk to me about it. A
source last Friday, a south- and even a few white ones."
are
rships
Schola
bound car was stopped on HighMinor: "Have you any idea drug is a drug and you ain't
students
all
to
availabl e
way 63 after a long chase with where these drugs might be telling me no different ."
with first hand exspeeds reaching upwards of coming from?"
The trail of crime and
line.
the
on
perience
thirty-five miles per hour.
URB: " Communists. There's skullduggery travels on. Early
will
students
d
Intereste
Guns drawn , the police no doubt in my mind. They're this morning, packets such as
be required to perform
schools, those found on the executed
our
dragged a shifty-Io okil)g infiltrati ng
the
on the pot during
in~tudent and his coed passenge r lowering our moral standard s, prisoner were found
interview .
from the automobile. Doing and ruining our youngster's Heavens! Is nothing sacred! their usual thorough job, the minds. '
the UMR Infirmar y. The
police searched the girl,
personal
: "Uh, yes sir. Has the building was promptly burned
Minor
searched the student, searched student made any sort of con- and the nurses thrown in jail for
dear john; please come
the
searched
the girl,
back, my dog has left
fession yet, by any chance?" contributing to the delinquency
automobile, and then searched
URB: "Not yet. But," and at of a Miner.
the girl. Three small white this he grinned and chuckled
packets of assorted pills were ominously, "we have ways of
found cleverly concealed in the making him talk:"
student's coat pocket. A Minor
Minor: "The old bamboo
reporter on the scene attempte d under the fingernails trick, I
to get an interview with an suppose? "
arresting officer but failed to do
URB: "No, no, nothing that
hallowed , honored , undisputed so as, to quote the newsman, drastic . We iust threaten to
around
danced
make them take Com puter
man's sport-wi ll be discon- " the officers
The Student Union Board is
tinued this coming fall on a trial their car, singing 'We got him Science- 73 twice. We can't proud to present "Last Tangle
shut them up after that."
basis. Interest and support now.' ''
in Rolla" as the movie for this
As the youthful criminal was
dropped to an all time low this
Minor: "One more question. week. A high budget movie, the
blindgagged,
,
past fall. It is generally known handcuff ed
Has your well trained, efficient star.stud ded cast includes Burl
that most alumni were folded , and led to his new horne, drug unit managed to turn up Maker in the demanding role of
again
any clues?"
disgusted with the quality of the coed was searched
a retiring employee making a
and the crowd was dispersed.
ball being played.
URB: "We have one. On one serious attempt at a comeback.
station,
police
the
to
Rushing
The money saved from
side of the white pills there is Watch the drama unfold as B.
football will be expended on ' I managed to get this exclusive stamped a strange word- Christ Botchmore; the cruel
other sports. The tennis interview with Police Captain BAYER, I think it is - we feel employe r, manipul ates the
that it will be a key factor in future of his favorite underling .
program is being rennovated U. R. Busted:
solving this horrendous crime. See the beautiful female lead,
and reevaluat ed. More money is
And another thing, you can feel Burl's wife Emma, faithfully
expected for this fast moving
safe that , as we continue our stick by her husband' s side
action-packed sport. Girls are
quest to become efficient law through each heart throbbing
being encouraged to tryout for
enforcement officers, we will episode. Roar with laughter as
this sport. Coach Morgan saw
continue to uphold the stan- B. Christ attempts to fill the
one of his best players beaten by
dards of the American people position his trusted employee
a gIrl last week. With the rising
and furtherm ore ... "
has so recently vacated.
female enrollment, the coach
Minor: "Thanks for nothing." Scream with frustration at the
predicts a better day for tennis
red tape involved. This is a
on this campus. Besides girls
movie you must see - you may
PROLOGUE
don't entail the added expense
of athletic supporters.
Monday, the student was duly laugh - you may cry - but you
If , for any reason, you
tried, convicted , and executed. will certainly not leave unafdisagree with the corning
Tuesday , the drugs were fected.
changes, express your opinion
to the athletic departm ent.
There is still time before these
changes take effect. Perhaps
the active , intereste d student
can be the best a thletic supporter the jocking world has
known .
The guy that picked up
Adriane Tenney at the
dance Saturday night
please call Mike P. at
Wednes day'
341-4975
evenings .

Sports Program
Revised
You've heard rumors of it all
semester long and now they
have finally been substanti ated.
The athletic departm ent is
schedule d for some major
upheavals. Lifeguards cannot
be afforded for swimming pool
activities. The pool's law is now
the "survival of the fittest " Of
the old "sink or swim" type
number. Athletic supporte rs
will no longer be issued to either
varsity or intramur al athletes.
Some experts had thought that
the absence of jocks would
make for painful running and
therefore slower speeds . But
many proponents of this theory
have reformed their opinions
after witnessing the exploits of
local streak·e rs. Eventua lly
athletic clothes may be
disregard ed totally in an effort
to imitate the ancient Greeks.
Perhaps ideas such as this may
revive the drooping , limp interest in varsity athletics. Can
varsity athletes draw attention
this way? We can only wait and
see.
Director ,
Athletic
The
sometime s known as the Key
man , has confidentially told this
reporter that football -the

SUB

Mo vie

Dr. Beveridge
The New Soft Drink For The Now Generation
Paw-Paws', Ground Cherries,
Persimmons, Road Apples
and 10 other exquisite flavors
go into the makin' of

DR. BEVERIDGE

It Won't Cost You
A Mess Of Greens
Brewed In The Ozarks
Where Evening Starts At Noon

- H' You Have n't Stud ied
- Had a Roug h Nigh t

Ge t Av va y
Relax
And Think About Those Poor Fools
Beating Their Brains Out

Drink Your Trou bles Awa y
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Indigested student demonstrators banded together last night in protest and set
fire to Rayl Hall becaue of poor food service.

Rayl Hall Burns
Students Protest Poor Meals
Last night , after an unusually
poor baked been dinner at Rayl
Hall indigested student dorm
residents set set fire to tbe new
structure.
The student demonstrators
said they were tired of poor
tasting malnutrition .
The blaze started at 6 p.m .
and raged on until early this
morning. The Rolla Fire
Department was immediately
on the spot about 40 40 minutes

after the fire had been reported.
University Police have yet to
arrive at the scene of tbe crime
after becoming lost in route last
night. Although damages are
expected to be into thousands
there were enough hot coals this
morning to cook breakfast for
the students with prepaid meal
tickets. If tbe coals last hot dogs
and roasted marshmellows are
planned for this evenings hot
meal.

Construction will befin immediatly to build another eating
complex for the dorm area . It
will be equipped witb the latest
to produce
quality
kitchen-ware
meals
comparable
to those
of
the University Center . Some
food was salvaged from Rayl
Hall and will be used in the new
building
next
. This
30
gallons
offall
left
overincluded
baked

of these nose-picking drunks
that graduate from UMR ," she
adds.
She thinks engineering is a
wide open field for women ,
especially right now. "Women
For Rob and Sharon Fodder , fulfill a minority group
UM H students who are now requirement in industry 'and
interviewing, tbis is always the many companies given the
case. The question is "Who ' choice between women and
brings whom?". The Fodders other minority groups will pick
are both engineers, in fact as the women first. " Sharon also
Sharon puts it, "Four years ago adds , "But we must be qualified
I couldn't spell engineer - Now and fortunately for me my good
I are one! !" Rob is a Chemical looks covers better than 90 per
Engineering major and Sharon cent of my qualifications."
For
Rob ,
Chemical
is an Engineering Management
major. We at tbe Miracle have Engineering was an easy and
an idea who wears the pants in logical step from Chemistry, his
that family .
major in junior college. UMR ,
with its long tradition of exSo far the couple has found cellence in engineering, was to
the team approach to job in- him a logical and easy choice
terviewing and placement a for his education. " I wanted the
pleasant experience, both for best," explains Rob. See how
themselves and for their wrong you can be!!! !
prospective employers. As Rob
puts it, "It's not every day that
Rob and Sharon Fodder
a company is lucky enough to exhibit on UMR's campus the
hire such talented and good- perfect picture of a married
looking people" .
couple . Being fortunate enough
to be funded through the
"Most companies seem to university for being dormitory
think it is really great to have a supervisors , the Fodders are
husband and wife team ," says also a picture of social esteem.
Rob , " But we're not going to The Fodders make their humble
sell ourselves short. We feel abode in Worn ens Dormitory
that our particular commodity and eat at Roiled Hall. Of
is the exception rather than the course, midnight snacks ocrule and we make sure that casiona ll y are needed to supinterviewing companies know pleme nt the ir di et, so the
it. " Sharon seems to think that Fodders rely on Slim's ' Pizza
the opportunities and pay scales although Sli ms closes a t mid, hould be greater for her than night. " The way we look at it,
those offered to a man. " After anybody as important as us
all , I'm better looking than any deserves the best treatment and

G reek Week

beans.

BUMR Couple Interviews
It 's not unusual for companies
to ask prospective employees to
bring their spouses (as many as
they may have ) when coming
for job interviews.

SNOW Pred-Icted

of course nobody minds at
Slim's if we stay an hour after
closing. We only wish that they
wouldn't vacuum the floors
right next to us , it seems so
rude," the Fodders explained.
The Miracle wonders about
the Fodders and the problems
they face. "You cannot imagine
the problems a guy can have
taking a shower in the Worn ens
Residence Hall ," Rob explains.
All we ca n say to this is,
"At least you don't ha ve to
worry about dropping the soap
in the shower! ! ! ! !

The U.S. Watber Bureau has
confirmed its report for 10 inches of snow the weekend of
April 26-27-28. This freak cold
front is forming now over tbe
MeKong Delta in Southern Asia
and will start its westerly
journey near tbe end of tbis
week. Meterologist believe the
cause of this storm may have
been unusually early migration
patterns of tbe Indian Elephant
ups etting normal thermal
co nditions
and
creating
disturbing air currents.
The Games Will Go On
IFC members have been
working hard to keep the games
laive this year. Along witb the
usual Greek Week T-shirts,
Greek Week sweat-shirts and
stocking caps will go o'n sale this
Friday in the St. Pat's

Ballroom. This year field may
be entered by trai on snowshoes
or by riding the helicopter
which will transport tbe Gods
from the " hockey puck"
directly to the Elysian Fields .
Extra beer and Ouzo will be on
hand during tbe games to keep
everyone's body temperature
up.
New forms of competition will
be added this year because of
the snow. tbis year prepare for
the men and women 's Six Pack
Slalom, the Quart Jump and
OrganizationSnow-Ball Fights.
In the Chariot Race tbis year
most chariots will be equipped
. with skies for better traction.
Talk to any member of tbe
IFC for details on this
memorable event.

;'
Rob.and Sharon Fodder demonstrate one of their interview tactics to show their
ability to work together in a tight situati,o n.
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WWII Holdout Found

r-----------------------I Inquiring Pornographer I
I

I

I

by flesh Abounds

I

prc. Tony Angotti was
discovered in his jungle retreat
near Manila , Phillipines, officials of the US Army reported
last week. Despite the fact that
the war has been over for
almost 30 years , this example of
American stick-to-itness was
found to be continuing his
espionage and intelligent
reconnassance on the village of
Boonie-Citu (pop. 150). The
inspirational private (who the
army has decided to promote to
corporal) had cleverly recuited
a troop of Filipinos to assist him
in his duty, comprised of 50
young women. When the 65 year
old patriot was asked why he
had picked this moment to
surrender, he replied '1 just
couldn ' t handle them any
more' , obviously refering to the
discipline of his recruits.
Private Angotti was born and
raised in Philadolphia, Penns.
where he lived with his wife and
15 children, before he went off to
war
voluntarily. His
bodacious wife, Esther, 5'8"
and 350 pounds , was of mixed
feelings when she was told the
news, 'We thought
he
was dead' whe said with controlled emotions.
To overcome the hardships of
the jungle warfare , Tony kept a
townhouse at the nearby ocean
resort city of Bikini Beach.
According to the proprietor of
the complex, Angotti stuck to a
rigid schedule, in which he
would check in every weekend

with a different recruit , not to
be seen again until he checked
out at weekend's end. After
surrend er , Arm y officials
reported finding his G.!. issue
Disease prevention kit in the.
room . When asked how he
managed to hold the $300 per
month townhouse , Angotti
answered that he charged it to
the
government,
small
reparation for the devotion to
duty of this example American.
Surprisingly , the time gap
was accepted exceptionally well
according to government
psychologists. When
discovering that he was
returning to 18 children , he
remarked that "War certainly
does funny things to people. "
Tony quickly adjusted to
everyday life 'with Esther and
the children, living off the back
pay from the service. He attempted to write a book of his
memoirs, but livingly complained that the children made
it quite impOSSible. My wife
constantly urges me to get out
of the house - to get a job ; He
lamented. 'The family has the
cutest little great dane ' that
loves to play fetch ... with a
baseball bat."

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Question: How did you
I
view the streaking on
I
I campus?
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
This reporter asked him , now
I
o.fficer Deadeye Dick
Ima Coed "I could I
that he has had time to think of
"With pistol in hand."
hardly bare to look!
I
I
his horrendous war experiences
and knows once again the
security and love of home, what
I
I
his plans are. '1 can't wait til the
I
I
next war' he quipped.
I
I
I
I
I
I grederic's @olonial Uillage
I
I
TAVERN OPEN 10 am to 1.am
I
I
I
I
Steak.Shrimp-Chicken·Served In Frederics Restaurant
I
I
Frosted mugs-Coldest Beer in Town-Sandwiches
~
I
I
Hwy 63 & Cedar
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

4I

Peter
Fails
tongue in ... !"

"With

.

Chief Blue Moon of the
Suketoome
Tribe
"From
the
proper
perspective."

Jacques Voyeur
"Velly Intelesting!"

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Se nd fo r you r up·to· date, 160·page;
mail order cat al og. Encl ose $1.00
to cover postage (deli very time is
I to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIf. 90025
(213) 477·8474 or 477·5493

SkiD
your
rape

364·1503

I
I
I
I

------------------------personal
to the person who stole
~y .rubber duck. I hope
It bites you in the tub

Rolla, Mo.

... give your feet the boat.
A guy can really stay on top of things in Ihese jumbosole shoes from Thom MeAn . The soles are high ,
white, and handsome. They give your feet a cushiony
lift no matter how long you keep 'em on. Thanks
to great color co mbos you 'll never go
adrift because gum boats go with
everything you wear from bells to
baggies to jeans. Gumboats are
. best bets for the guy on the go ,
o
and yo u get so much shoe
that not even th", price
will sink you.

$19.99

coursel

Our research material i s sold for

resea rch assistan ce only.

Christian?
Christ-Filled?
Share it!
MILL HILL

Purse ~Size

Vigil a nt Alarm Is Th e An sw er

Muggers, rap ists and worse are not what yo u we nt to
col,lege for: We know it and th e Vigi lant A larm knows it.
Thi S amaz ing device, sm,all enough for yo u r pu rse, is set
off. by your touch (or his) and p r oduces an ear shattering
nO ise you can stake your reputation o n .... and st ill
~eep i t. Just two pen light batteries are all it takes to get
It started and keep him stopped N o wires to co nnect
Comes i ~ a comp let e kit for use 'o n doors, w in dows a~d
purse. With supe r simp le in struct ion.

MISSIONARIES
working with people in .
14 New Nations.
Pr i ests- Broth ers- Volunteers

Is this for you?
write: Fr. Dick Siebenand
Mill Hill Fathers
Dept. A

12101 Gravois Rd.
St. Lou is, Mo. 63 127

SUPPLY LIMITED .. . MAIL THIS CO UPON TODAYI
I enclose $3 .00 for each Vigilant Alarm.
I understand that if r am nOt totolly
satisfied, I wil l receive a compl ete ref und
if re turn ed within 10 days.

Fami ly Jewels ltd .
343 1 West Vitlar d AI/enue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209

NAME __________________________________
ADDR ESS _______________________________
CITY

STATE _ _ _ ZIP

10% off to all students

funtily shoes
701 Pine

364-2050
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RNMK Acquires New Transmitter
In keeping with its outstanding record of offering
musical titallation to the
students of RUM, radio station
RNMK is again improving its
facilities. A new transmitter ,
infinitely more reliable and
powerful than the present one,
is due for installation in September , October, November,
and December of this year.
The new transmitter , model
number A~30-7221-34006-782.03,
represents the very best in
solid-state
vacuum
tube
technology. It is equipped with
vacuum tubes capable of
operating at internal pressures
of up to 250 pounds per square
inch. 2500 Ohm transistors and
50 farad resistors are hooked
into the solid-state circuitry to
provide excellent operating
characteristics. High capability
capacitors will permit the
transmitter to output a signal
up to 90 minutes after power is
lost.
Although technical
description of the transmitter is
very complex, the features that
should interest the students
follow . The new transmitter will
permit RNMK to output the best
tetrasupersonic
sound
anywhere in the world. It is

capable of sending a signal at 5
diff ere nt
frequencies
simultaneously for a distance of
200 miles either side of a line
from 60 miles north to 35 miles
south of Rolla. And last but not
least, the transmitter is so
simple that even a five year old
child could operate it.
Steve Bummerman of RNMK
had this to say: "We are
currently looking for a five year
old child to manage the
operations of the new transmitter and have had considerable luck in our search. In
my opinion, the new facilities
will be a great boon to the most
liable and incredible news
service on campus ."

Hail HP full of numbers the
solution is with thee.
Bless
art
thou
among
calculators
And blessed is the fruit of thy
womb, answers.
Holy HP mother of good grade
point
Work for us scientists and
engineers
Now and at the hour of our
graduation
Amen.

RNMK technician assembling new-fangled transmiHer.
To be put in service next September, October,
Nove mber, Oecember ... maybe.
HAVE YOUR FRIENDS ALL GONE SOUTH FOR THE WINTER?
SORRY ABOUT THAT! WE CAN'T HELP YOU THERE BUT
WECANSENDYOUSOUTHFORTHE
SUMMER
All expenses paid for a 6-week vacation. Here's what you get!
$489.00 plus travel expenses _
No military obligation
A chance to receive a full2-year college scholarship
If you elect to remain in the program and are selected
You wi II receive $2200.00 during your Junior and Senior year
You will be commissioned a 2L T in the US Army Reserve
Your starting sa lary will be approximately $9S00.00-year
(A lot higher if you're a veteran)

Electronic Calculators
CANON
'L=.:..l .

Printers

Paul
Andrew

iiil:,~::~

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD

%T
wHISlle
Now you can
protect yourself

agai nst muggers, rap ists
a nd worse w ith this

on

~~raDe

amazing new whistle. Wear it
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range
penetrating shr ill brings help in a hurry. The next dark
night (that's ton ight!) you'll feel a lot safer jus t knowing
you have the greatest protection in the wo rld . Gives
obscene pho ne cal lers a shr illing ea rful, too .
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD IT!

APRIL 15th IS THE CLOSE DATE FOR APPLICATION TO THE ARMY ROTC 2·YEAR PROGRAM
CONTACT:
PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
MISSOURI LAND SURVEY BUILDING
TELEPHONE: 341-4741-4744

COME IN OR MAIL HANDY COUPON
Yes! I want to be saved! Send me _
London-Like Whistles
Key Chain _Necklace (Number)_
Chrome _
_
_

I enc lose $3. QQfor each London-Like
Whistle . I understand that if I am not
total l y satisfied, t wil l receive a complete
refund if returned in 10 days.
NAME~

Family Jewe ls Ltd.
3431 West Vi llard Avenue
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53209

________________________________

~~;~ET NUMBER ------------ST-A- T-E-:::.-:::.-:::.-:::.-:::.-ZIP _ _
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How To Make A Button

Nuc E 3S1 Principles of Nuclear Spaying. This 3 hour lab has aroused much in terest. Many students have been attracted by the loud howling noises emanating
from the reactor pool late at night.

First of all you need an old will be much easier for you if,
button- belive it or not , they are you don't have to do that.
recyclable. Personally I use old Instead, use the metal front"Bearcats Suck- Homecoming piece as a tracing guide. Hold
'71" buttons. They did not allow the pencil vertically and the
the M Club to sell them on the circle will come out just the
com pus so I managed to get the right size.
Now you can draw your
leftovers. Anyhow , take the
button apart very carefully. picture or print your message
You do this by prying the front or whatever you want to do. A
of the button off the backplate. little photo-editing from a slickIt's rough on the fingernails but paper magazine can make a
meta l tools can damage the ', good picture for a button. One of
plastic. Once the backplate is my favorites is a picture of
off you will be able to see how spiderman (from an old
the plastic is fastened onto Billboard magazine ) which was
another piece of metal which modified to show spiderman
we'll call the frontpiece. Gently giving the finger instead of
(don't let the plastic crack ) throwing out his web. To each
raise the edge of the plastic all his own. What you do is limited
the way around and take the only by your imagination. When
metal frontpi ece out. At this you are done, cut out your
.
point you should discover that picture.
Putting it all back together is
all the neat plastic writing is
really just paper covered with pretty much a reversal of the
disassembly process. Put the
plastic. Take the paper out.
picture in the plastic part. Then
To make your own picture, put the metal frontpiece in.
find some paper and draw a Carefully recrimp the plastic
circle on it. Do it lightly in stick out. While you are .doing
pencil. Things don't always this , check the front to make
center the way you want them sure there are no wrinkles in the
to and you might want to paper. Again, your fingernails
reposition the circle later. Do are the best tool for working
not use the paper that was in the with the plastic. Make sure it is
button as your guide for even and tight all -the way
drawing the circle. Your new around. Then pop the backpiece
picture will have to be a bit in and rotate it so the pin is at
smaller. Button companies use the right angle. All done. Next
a crimping machine to fold the time-how to make a custom
paper back with the plastic . .It design on your sweatshirt.

Evel Knevil At RUM
That's right' The famous
motorcycle daredevil that holds
the record for length, height and
duration a single motorcycle
jump is scheduled to appear in
Rolla for a short discourse on
his life and future as a jumper!
It took a lot of string pulling and
hard cash , but th e Awful
Enterprise group finally urged
the famed motorcyclist to make
Rolla a stop on his journey from
the East to the Snake River
Canyon.
In an unexpected phone call
Saturday evening, Evel told the
head man at Awf. Ent. that , yes ,
he would indeed pull his van into
the . quadrangle for a display,
demonstration , and discourse
this week. Evel will display his
set of motorcycles and his halfmillion dollar van to the public
and it is entirely possible that he
will make a jump across the
quadrangle. It is expected that
Mr. Knevil will jump over the
hockey puck and two clumps of
rocks on the quad in simulation
of his jump this September over
(or into ) the Snake River
Canyon .
Also in display will be the
super duper , jet-powered ,
overhead fuel injected, dualdisked-braked, and ejection
sea t-equipted "cycle?" that will
be used to make the historic
jump. A similar cycle was fired
upon the Snake River grounds
recently, put on auto-pilot and
shot across the canyon in a
dress rehearsal of Evel's upcom ing jump. The purpose on
th e non -stop flight was to
determine whether or not it
would be possible for such a
mot orcycle, under such conditi ons, to hurtle across such a
distance. It was indeed an
impressive display as the jetcycle roa r e d down th e
straightway and up the ra mp to
sketch a bea utiful parabolic
curve across the cloudless.
Colorado sky. Standi ng on the

bank and watching the event,
Mr. Knevel's lower jaw was
seen to drop, however, as the
multi-thousand dollar cycle
concluded its flight into the
Snake River itself. Although the
bike made it halfway across the
canyon, Evel would settle for
nothing but perfection . He
immediately set himself at the
task of adding more jets to the
cycle in an attempt to increase
the distance that the superbike
will travel in free flight. Evel is
now confident in his machine
and no more test jumps are
scheduled. It is interesting to
note, however, that several
engineers studied the stages of
the flight across the Snake River
and decided upon a spot on the
far wall of the canyon where
they estimated Evel would
conclude his trip . In an attempt
of humor these men painted an
" X" on the predicted spot and
are taking bets on the accuracy
of their calculations. Evel didn't
think this was so funny and
ordered that the " X" be moved
to a higher spot on the cliff's
face.
So if you have been following
the jumps made by this marvel
of a man and want to see him in
real life, come ' on down to the
quadrangle this Tuesday night,
April 2nd, and meet the man
who said, " I'm on a collision
course with my own destiny ."

NOTICE
Due
to
inclement
weather, fabled coach
Bare Van Nosuperdition
has postponed all intramural athletics t o
next November. All
grad seniors are hereby
dropping 20 credit hours
and will meet next
Sunday mo r ning at 2
a .m . to practice for loan
appl ications.

Visit

the

Alfred E. Neuman Center
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New Party Weekend Proposed

If
If

d
IS

For many years St. Patrick's
- Day has been celebrated here
on the UMR campus, but while
the activities have remained
much the same, there has been
one big change in the student
body: more -girls! The Rolla
coed is pretty much ignored in
the St. Pat's festivities _ No
women are tossed in the green
goo, the St. Pat's Board is all
male, and the list goes on_
What's being done about it? In
an interview with the President
of the Society of Female
Engineers , the Minor has
learned that, starting next year,
this campus will begin
celebrating the Festival of the
Virgin Mary_
For two weeks preceding St.
Mary's Day, freshmen giris will
be required to -grow, and carry
on campus, a baby. It should
weigh at least five pounds with
three or more fingers,
decorated with the student's
name and organization, halos ,
stars, and other appropriate
symbols, and- preferably varnished.
The women will be subject
inspection by the St. Mary's
Committe~ampaigning
for
which is expected to be fierceand those found to be without
child will have parts of their
bodies painted red, and will be
tosses into a fraternity.
Also, preceding the festival,
the St. Mary's Committee
members will be selling red St.
Mary sweatshirts and buttons,
decorated with mangers, stars,
Josephine Angel, and wine
bottles.
.
The celebration itself is
planned for sometime near the
end of December, and the
Administration has already

been persuaded to give the
student body several weeks off
the St. Mary 's Day. The activities will include painting a
red stripe down Highway 63,
followed by a parade, hanging
the honorary knights from
. crosses (under which a fund
raising casino night will be
held) , and the bread and wine
chug-a-Iug. A number of dances
and concerts will be held
featuring such groups as the
Morman Tabernacle Choir,
Billy Graham's Crusaders for
Peace, and a special performance of Handel's Messiah
by the Rolla Philharmonic. All
of which will be started when
Mary arrives on a donkey at
Frisco Station, and gives birth .
Tenatively planned is a St.
Mary's
Queen.
Various
fraternities
and
other
organizations will nominate' the
nun of their choice.
The Rolla area merchants
seem quite pleased with the
holiday plans (It's estimated
that sales of red wine will jump
40 per cent.), and the
Administration has given its
approval, so all that's needed
now to make St. Mary's Day a
success is participation of the
student body. We wondered
whether the Society of Female
Engineers actually believed the
Miners would generate much
enthusiasm for such obviously
ridiculous activities. The answer we got was: "A lot of
dumb things are done because
they're 'traditional ', . but
remember, no matter how
stupid, every tradition was
started
by
someone,
somewhere."
Amen.

Physics students performing famous apple tree experiment in department's new
lab.

Chong Cheech
This is possibly the greatest
story that the Miner has ever
reported. I'm sure that all of
you are familiar with the team
of Thomas Chong and Cheech
Marin, known as Gheech and
Chong. The truth is that Cheech
and Chong are not Cheech and
Chong, but rather just one
person: a single entity capable
of producing those characters
whom we all enjoy and cherish.
What a mindblower!

I KNEW I SHOULD'VE GOTIEN

THOSE SPRINGY SHOES FROM -; ( (
KENMARK

FOR "NET JUMPING"! \ \
_(LANCE!),

KENMARK'S SPORTING GOODS

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)
This plan allows the students upon approved
credits and job, to buy a new car with nothing down
and payments of $25.00 per month until you are on
the job. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery
Ford has sold over 750 new cars and trucks to
graduating students this way. See us for all the
details. Also you can use your own insurance or
ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY

This allows the graduating students to have a new
car before he graduates when he really needs it.
"This is a special discount program for students.
We will be g lad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

To find out just what this was
all about I took a direct flight
from Rolla to Hollywood
Ca. to seek out the truth. After
getting off the plane, I go on a
bus and 'went to the reputed
home of the famous team. When
I used the coke spoon-shaped
door knocker I heard these .two
voices involved in a conversation about some candy
bar. I caught the names Ralph
and Herbie. I ventured on. The
door was opened by this weird
lady wearing a black outfit and
speaking in a nasal tone . I didn't
bother to ask who she was. She
let me into this parlor-type
room with a whole collection of
pipes. Used for what I don't
know. It was in this room that
she left me to my own. I waited
too, too long of a time in that
strange room . During my time
of insanity strange noises
filtered into the parlor of which
I could only catch phrases:
"Hey man , you wana buy a
watch?", or "You're busted!",
or "I used to be messed up on
drugs, but now I'm messed
up ... " . What a hairy place!
In came this one dude just
strolling around like he was in a
daze. He said his name was

. INTERGALACTIC
ODDITIES

S'A

-at

NO .
CAS

TL,-E

Mon .-Thurs. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m.-Dusk
Sat. Night Dusk-1 0:30 p.m.
11 W. 8th St. Across from
~ Rolla State Bank../'
-

---

by I. Piggs
Roachclip. But he couldn ' t
remember much else. He left as
slowly as he came in. Then this
guy who reminded me of Monty
Hall in the way that he spoke so
fast as if he was trying to push
something off on me, come in. I
was dazed by all this and I think
I blacked out for when I woke up
this really straight guy was
walking toward me. He introduced himself as Thomas
Marin or maybe it was Chong
Cheech , I don ' t remember
which one he said. Funny,
because he didn't look Irish. I
almost blacked out again. The
picture that I had envisioned of
that great team of Cheech and
Chong was destroyed by this
dude. I just couldn't believe this
was actually happening. But
Mr. Marin-Cheech gave me a
grand tour of the facilities . He
also went through the whole act
of "Dave? Dave's not here,"
and "Let's make a dope deal,"
and of course, "On the streets of
Los Angeles or .. .. " After all
this one must be pretty well
convinced as to the true identity
of Cheech and Chong.
So readers, there you have the
news flash of the century.
Where is this world going to
these days ? Next thing we will
hear of will be that Tricky
Dicky will go straight and
confess his sterility or that
Twiggy really was and continues to be a guy. Hang on for
the next news flash .
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Miracle Sports
Minor Miracles Beat My Lai:
Jackson and Shoelaces Star
Despite the torential downpour of the Monsoon raid
season, a will to win on the part
of the Minor Miracles paid off
as they ran roughshod over the
highly
touted
My
Lai
Massacres, 21-17.
Due to the fact that it was
raining pussies and puppies, the
field was hip deep in mud when
the players took the field . But
the mud did not stop Baseball
Johnny Jackson , who led the
Miracle team with five homers,
three triples , eight doubles, and
nine singles, plus the fact that
he played errorless ball as the
designated hitter. Johnny has
had a good year this year.
Already he has won 37 games,
pitched seven no hitters, and 18
shutouts. Johnny's batting
average is a very respectable
.729, and he has hit 83 homers.
League President Bowie Goon
says he believes Johnny has a
fair to middling chance of
winning the Most Valuable
Player award. If Johnny wins
the MVP award many people
say he has a very good chance
of winning the Red Key Minor of
the Month Award.
Pitching sensation Jimmy

Shoelaces was the winmng
pitcher for the Minor Miracles,
allowing only 16 runs on 48 hits.
This phenomenal performance
brought his already fine earned
run average down to an unbelievably low 10.00. Shoe laces
is a top prospect for the Cy Old
Award.
When asked after the game by

Jack Doe and Mike Speech to
what he contributed his success
Shoelaces answered, " A brav~
infield and a fast outfield.
Coach of the Miracles Rain
Waterboy saw his strategy pay
off time after time as the opponents were caught with their
knickers wet and their
sanitaries muddy.

Basketball Billy's
Roundball Paradise
How does the thought of
spending nine hours a day
playing basketball grab you?
Well, if you groove on that sort
of thing, then Basketball Billy's
Roundball Paradise may be just
right for you. This basketball
~amp runs you until you can't
run anymore. And its right here
in Rolla , Missouri.
This camp, sponsored by the
Minor athletic department , is
run not only by Basketball Billy,
but
by
some. of
his
past and present stars. Fundamentals such as the double

dribble, the sto}en pass, tne
traveling drill, and fouling are
taught daily, as every effort is
made to indoctrinate these
ideals into the camIYee.
The camp begins June 1, 1974,
and ends December 1, 1976. It is
recommended that a change of
clothes be brought to the camp,
as well as a blanket for those
cold Rolla nights. Entry fee is
only $6,000, so send your check
to the Minor Miracle athletic
department today.

DO YOU HAVE TWO YEARS
REMAINING IN SCHOOL?

Don't You Hate:
Don 't you hate:
1. Coaches who insist their
team is giving 110 per cent.
What 's wrong with 100 per cent?
2. Celebrity Bowling.3. Golf announcers who
whisper during play X;
especially when they are in the
clubhouse.
4. Anita Bryant Singing the
national anthem.
5. The announcers on Wide
World of Sports who actually
think we care about the score.
(remember now that in our
three finger cliff diving, Artie
Jensen is clinging to a two point
lead over ex-con from Rolla ,
Jinx McBride.)
6. Trying to get interested in
the world 'f igure skating
championships when the
Americans finish 28th.
7. Movies about sports. Tony
Curtis must have stopped
throwing a ball when he kicked
the habit.
8. Fabulous athletes who have
younger bothers who are
supposed to be even better than
they are (you think he's good he's got a younger brother four
years old who may be eve~
better. )
9. Forty year old players who
add "Y" to the end of their first
name: Bobby , Tommy , Billy,
Dickey, etc. (Who ever came up
to your dad and said: I've got a
new list of potential clients
here , Georgie.")
10. Football players who
adveritse agains~ the use of
drugs. (I kick field goals. Don't
kick your life into a sea of
drugs .)
11. Newspaper sport . quizzes
which assume the reader knows
mounds of ancient sports trivia:
(Whatever happened to BoomBoom Boomerico , old Cleveland
American infielder? Answer:
He's dead. )

~

12. Cheap sports magazines
which employ a movie
magazine format: (Norm
Snead's secret dilemma! ". The
real reason Angel Mangual
can't hit! ... An afternoon Diego
Segui may never forget!)
13. Hi ABC posters at high
school football games.
14. When the wrestlers on
"Championship Wrestling"
wrestle. Wouldn 't it be great if
they just talked about their
opponents the whole time?
15. Everyone's popular
stereotype of the football
fanatic - watching the tube
slumped in a chair with a can of
beer, pretzels, a soiled undershirt and a neglected wife.
How untrue. Who bothers to
wear an undershirt?
16. Weekly "games of the
century."
17. Civil war bowl games
(North-South, Blue-Gray, etc.)
You know when they read the
Emancipation Proclamation at
h'llftime. Why is the North
winning on one station and the
South losing on another?)
18. Players who insist they
are going to play 'em one at a
time? How else?
19. Curt Gowdy.
20. Baseball . fans who
meticulously keep score
throughout nine innings of
baseball - and then leave the
scorecards on their sea ts when
they leave.
22.
Hearing about
professional basketball players
who practiced shooting through
a bent clothes hanger on the
side of an abandoned shack when you've got tartan surface
court in your backyard and you
can 't even make a free throw.
Rewritten mostly from an
article in the UMC Maneater.
Article by John McGrath.

,
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
MANAGEMENT OF

CAN'T SIT DOWN?

In

GOT THAT ITCHING BURNING
SENSATION?

PEOPLE?··MONEY?··MATERIAL?
IF SO
YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THE
ARMY ROTC 2·YEAR PROGRAM
ARMY ROTC REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE AVAILABLE
IN THE STUDENT UNION
MARCH 25·29 BETWEEN 10:00 a.m.·2:00 p.m.
OR CALL THE
PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE

341·474114744

TRY PREPARATION FARSE
FOR FASST RELIEF
9 out of 10 Doctors Recommend Preparation Farse for
their patience.

....
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